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Abstract--An industrial finite element package for the simulation of alternative cooling strategies 
for hot-rolled steel sections has been enhanced by the incorporation of a variable stiffness second- 
order time-integration scheme, based on a specially-developed family of extended-stability explicit 
Runge-Kutta methods, and an L-stable semi-implicit formula. The integration scheme uses local 
error estimation to vary step-size, and Runge-Kutta method selection is achieved by monitoring the 
numerical stiffness through the solution period, using a computationally inexpensive estimate for 
the spectral radius of the system Jacobian. Numerical tests on a range of section-cooling problems 
indicate that the variable stiffness RK code developed is considerably more efficient han standard 
first-order integration methods. For the levels of accuracy required for industrial simulations, the 
efficiency compares favorably with other high efficiency codes, such as the variable order backward 
differentiation formulae (VODE) and the 'nearly stiff' (RKC) explicit solver. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Par t ia l  differential equations, Stiff systems, Runge-Kutta, Absolute stability, Semi- 
discretisation, Thermal modeling. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Optimization of cooling conditions for hot-rolled steel sections requires the predicted evolution 
of temperature over the entire section, to allow calculation of thermal stresses and any induced 
buckling. Initially at around 900 to 1000°C, it normally takes several hours for the steel to reach 
room temperature. The cooling strategy employed epends on the product and the customer 
specifications for straightness, residual stress, and mechanical properties, but normally involves 
a succession of different stages. Initially air-cooled in isolation, individual sections may sub- 
sequently be cooled side-by-side on cooling banks, and be subjected to periods of water spray 
application over all or part of their surfaces. 
Standard explicit finite difference models can take several hours to run. For many cooling 
simulations, it was found that step lengths were predominantly governed by numerical stability, 
favoring the use of highly stable methods. Extended-stability, explicit, embedded second-order 
0898-1221/00/$ - see front matter (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. Typeset by ~4h/I$-TEX 
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Runge-Kutta (RK) formulae were therefore developed to improve the efficiency of the time inte- 
gration [1], retaining the finite difference spatial discretisation and applying the method of lines. 
Nonlinearities caused by temperature dependent thermal properties and boundary conditions 
gave conventional implicit methods an unattractively high step-cost. Use of the special explicit 
RK formulae reduced computer run-times by around 85%. 
Application of these methods to steel products of more complex geometries involved incorporat- 
ing the RK formulae within an in-house finite element (FE) package [2]. Numerical tests indicated 
a superior performance to conventional explicit methods, and an efficiency that compared well 
with implicit formulae. 
Earlier simulations only considered relatively simple cooling histories. Consideration of more 
complex cases has highlighted the need for an integration scheme sensitive to alternate transient 
and stiff solution phases generated by several changes to boundary conditions. A variable stiffness 
explicit/semi-implicit RK code has been developed within the FE package, based on the family of 
explicit second-order mbedded RK formulae considered earlier [1], and a second-order L-stable 
semi-implicit RK formula [3,4]. 
Unlike many other variable stiffness olvers, the inclusion of a large RK family to cover the 
full range of stiffness levels avoids the dilemma concerning when to switch between onstiff and 
'thoroughly-stiff' methods. Numerical testing has been carried out to compare the efficiency of 
the new method with conventional nd with other variable stiffness/order methods. 
2. THE F IN ITE  ELEMENT S IMULAT ION 
2.1. Heat  Transfer  Cond i t ions  
The heat conduction problems to be solved are of the form: 
Ou 
pc(u) ~ = v.(k(u)Vu),  u(x, 0) = ~(x), x e a = R 2 or ~t a, (1) 
where u is the temperature, t is the time, p is the density, c is the heat capacity, and k is the 
conductivity. This is a parabolic initial value probh,n~'. The boundary conditions depend on the 
type of cooling under consideration. For points on the boundary (0f~) of f~, these take the form 
Ou 
q(x) = -k(u)  ~,  x e 0a,  (2) 
where q is the surface flux and n is the outward normal. For air cooling, the surface heat flux 
has components generated by both radiative and convective heat transfer 
q = Ha(u ,  U'o)[u - uo] + qrad, (3) 
where Ha is the convective heat transfer coefficient, qrad the radiative heat flux, and u and u0 the 
boundary and ambient temperatures, respectively. During air cooling there will be an exchange of 
radiated heat energy between adjacent steel surface regions that can 'see' each other, i.e., which 
form the boundary of a convex region or 'radiation cavity' (Figure 1). Away from radiation 
cavities, there is uninterrupted radiative xchange with the surroundings 
qrad = 0"¢ [U 4 - u4], (4) 
where a is Stefan's constant, ¢ is the emissivity. Within the radiation cavities, the situation is 
more complex [5,6]. Assuming that the cavity is a gray diffuse surface, and that the cavity surface 
can be divided into facets over which the heat flux is constant, he net radiative heat flux leaving 
facet i is given by 
qrad = qi = B~ - G i ,  (5) 
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Figure 1. Exchange of cavity radiation between steel surface facets. 
where Bi is the radiosity and Gi the irradiation (see Figure 1). Energy flux Gi is incident on 
facet i, of which quantity eGi is absorbed and (1 - e)Gi reflected away. Facet i also emits 
energy aEuT. Hence, 
Bi = aeu 7 + (1 - e)Gi, 
qi = aeu 4 - eGi. (6) 
The irradiation Gi originates both from the surrounding atmosphere and from other facets in the 
cavity. Hence, 
at = E FijBj + Fioau 4. (7) 
j= l  
Fij and Fro are the geometric view factors for radiative exchange with adjacent facets j and 
the surroundings, respectively. Combining (6) and (7), we obtain a set of simultaneous linear 
equations for the radiosities at each facet, describing the overall energy balance within the cavity, 
i.e., 
E [Sij - (1 - e) f i j lS j  = acu 4 + (1 - E)Fioau 4, (8) 
J 
where 5ij is the Kronecker delta. 
matrix/vector component form 
This system of equations can be written more concisely in 
E CijBj = Vi. (9) 
J 
Having solved the above set of equations for the radiosities Bi, the radiative heat fluxes at each 
facet can be obtained, by combining (6) and (5), 
qi = (1 - ~) 
= E ~pijau4-a~u4 E c~ 1Fj°, (10) 
J J 
(bij = (1 - s) [5ij - C~1~] .
For water-spray cooling, or conduction to contact surfaces, the surface heat flux is given by 
q = Hs(U, Uo)[u - u0], (11) 
where Hs is the spray/contact heat transfer coefficient, which is highly temperature dependent. 
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These different ypes of boundary condition can be summarized as 
q = H(u, uo)[u - u0] + qrad, (12) 
where H is the effective heat transfer coefficient covering the combined effects of convection 
and/or conduction. 
2.2. F in i te  E lement  Formulat ion  
Using the Galerkin approach, the isoparametric FE semi-discretised form of (1) and (2) can be 
obtained [7]: 
M du 
• d t  = -K .u  + g, (13) 
where mass matrix M, stiffness matrix K, and boundary vector g can be written in component 
form: 
P 
Mij = ./o lVicNj 
P a P Nj d(Ofl), (14) 
gi --= Jo~ Ni -guod(Of~)p - ~ofl Ni qradfl d(O~). 
Ni(x), Nj(x) are the global FE shape functions• The system of ordinary differential equations 
(ODEs) (13) can be solved for the global vector of nodal temperatures u(t) using standard ODE 
solution techniques• In order to avoid costly matrix inversion procedures, the mass matrix M is 
normally used in diagonal lumped form i~/I. This could cause some loss of accuracy. For linear 
elements: 
/1)/ij = 5ij Z Mir. (15) 
r 
For quadratic elements, a modified procedure is required to obtain 1VI, involving the calculation 
of the diagonal terms of M, and then scaling these terms to preserve the total mass of the 
element [8]• Spatial discretisation with higher-order elements was considered unnecessary for the 
relatively modest accuracy requirements• 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF EFF IC IENT INDUSTRIAL  CODE 
3.1. Requ i rements  of  Industr ia l  S imulat ion  
Efficient simulation of industrial section cooling problems requires an integration scheme sen- 
sitive to variations in solution behavior caused by changing boundary conditions. Transient 
behavior is particularly common immediately after each change in conditions. Codes designed 
to make a selection between stiff and nonstiff ormulae are often referred to as type-insensitive 
codes. Implicit methods are generally avoided during transient solution phases, when accuracy 
restricts tep-size, but are widely used when the problem becomes tiff• 
The ODE solver developed below estimates local error and current level of problem stiffness 
throughout the solution period, adapting the step-size and the integration formula to match 
current conditions (transient, mildly stiff, or very stiff). Rapid variation in step-length favors the 
use of single-step methods• Relatively modest accuracy requirements suggest hat lower-order 
methods may give more efficient performance• 
3.2. Stab i l i ty  and Step-S ize  Se lect ion  
We seek to apply single-step ODE solvers to linear and nonlinear problems of the form 
dy 
d--t- = f(t, y). (16) 
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Embedded RK formulae [1,9] are suitable for this purpose. An embedded pair (denoted 
RKq(p)), where q = p + 1, produces estimates :Yn+l and Yn+l, of order q and p, respectively, 
for y(tn+l) = y(tn + hn). The difference between the two estimates en+l is used to give an 
indication of the local error and hence the appropriate time step. For parabolic problems of the 
type under consideration, the eigenvalues of the system Jacobian matrix J -- of ~yy are generally 
assumed to lie in a long narrow strip along the negative real axis [10], so for an integrator with 
absolute stability in (-~, 0), the time step is restricted by 
At ---- hst ~ a(J---~' (17) 
where a denotes the spectral radius. 
For explicit integrators, the step cost is approximately proportional to the required number 
of evaluations s of the function f(t, y) over the interval of the step. When stability rather than 
truncation error limits step-length, the maximum step-size is proportional to/~, and so the relative 
efficiency of different explicit integrators can be compared using the stiff efficiency factor 
Z (is) 
8 
Efficient selection of step-size and integration formula requires monitoring of the spectral ra- 
dius cr(J) throughout the solution period. 
3.3. Development  of Variable Stiffness Code 
A number of type-insensitive codes are described in the literature. These codes generally in- 
volve the use of two integrators for transient and stiff solution behavior, together with a numerical 
scheme for estimating the current degree of problem stiffness and deciding when to switch be- 
tween nonstiff and stiff ODE solvers. We seek to develop a code that would apply an integrator 
appropriate to the precise degree of stiffness at each stage of the solution period. 
3.3.1. Choice of t rans ient /mi ld ly  stiff solver 
Popular solvers for the transient phase include the Adams family of multistep methods [11,12], 
and embedded explicit RK formulae with a relatively high order of accuracy for the required 
number of function evaluations. Commonly used embedded RK formulae include the pairs of 
order 5 and 4 (RK5(4)) developed by Dormand and Prince [9,13] and Fehlberg (RKF4(5)) [14], 
the latter RK formula having been adopted in type-insensitive codes developed by Shampine [15] 
and also by Rentrop [16]. Another popular nonstiff solver is the three-stage embedded RK3(2) 
formula (RK3(2)3s), used for example by Weiner et al. [17,18] and by Cameron and Gani [19]. 
The nonstiff ormulae achieve high orders of accuracy and/or small truncation errors, using a 
minimum number of function evaluations per step. However, the stiff efficiency factors (18) are 
very low, leading to possible stability problems even for very modest levels of stiffness. Continued 
use of the nonstiff method will then require the use of inefficiently small step-sizes. However, 
an immediate switch to implicit methods may require the computation of expensive steps at a 
point where the step-length is still severely restricted by accuracy considerations. Consequently, 
many codes continue to use the nonstiff solver until the problem is 'strongly stiff', delaying the 
switch to implicit methods until either numerical instability has caused step rejections on a large 
proportion of consecutive steps [19], and/or the estimated step length available using the stiff 
solver is substantially greater [11,16]. 
We seek to maintain efficiency during the 'mildly stiff' phase by selecting integrators of appro- 
priate stability from an RK family with maximum possible l~(s)/s ratios, where f~(s) derives from 
the lower of the two stability limits within an s-stage embedded RK pair. The step-length ac 
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selected for local error control, and the current estimated spectral radius a(J), are used to select 
the appropriate mbedded pair from the family: 
13(s) _> h~ca(J). (19) 
The development of a family of explicit second-order RK (RK2) formulae (s = 3 to 12), of 
optimal absolute stability, was carried out by Van der Houwen [20]. The family was generated 
from a set of stability polynomials chosen to maximize the interval of real absolute stability while 
satisfying the appropriate order conditions. These are related to Chebyshev polynomials, and 
the limit of stability is given approximately as ~(s) ~ 0.81s 2. 
A family of embedded RK2(1) formulae was developed from these RK2 and RK1 methods [1]. 
The RK1 formulae were generated from the set of shifted Chebyshev polynomials 
P(r) = Ts (1 + ~)  , r = hA. 
As the stiff efficiency factor E = ~/s increased linearly with s, there were advantages in using 
higher numbers of stages during moderately stiff solution phases. The Remez algorithm [21] was 
therefore used to numerically compute higher degree stability polynomials, and RK2(1) formulae 
were constructed with up to 15 stages. The RK2(1)15s (15 stage) embedded pair gave 13 = 183.9 
and E = 12.3, and proved highly efficient for moderately stiff problems [1]. Numerical tests 
indicated that RK methods with s significantly greater than 15 had step costs as high as those 
of implicit methods. Consequently, implicit integration was adopted under conditions of severe 
stiffness, and the RK2(1)3-15s family were used during transient/mildly-stiff solution phases. 
Further families of stabilized RK2 formulae were published by Van der Houwen and Sommei- 
jer [10,22], and incorporated within an explicit ODE solver 'RKC' [23]. These formulae are 
internally stable, so that s can be made arbitrarily large without severe accumulations of error 
during the calculation of intermediate stages, but have moderately reduced regions of absolute 
stability (B ..~ 0.65s2). The performance of RKC has been compared with that of the proposed 
variable stiffness explicit/semi-implicit RK/JC code within the numerical tests. 
3.3 .2 .  In tegrat ion  dur ing  s t i f f  phases  
Unconditionally stable solvers are normally considered suitable during stiff solution phases uch 
as the variable step variable order backward ifferentiation formulae (vsvo bdf), employed for 
example in the type-insensitive codes of Shampine [15], Petzold [11], and Radhakrishnan [12], 
and A- or L-stable RK methods [16-19]. For continuity of local error and step-size control, codes 
often use transient and stiff solvers of the same order, allowing efficient switching without radical 
alterations to the step-length. 
For section cooling, initial numerical experiments with A-stable schemes (e.g., the Crank 
Nicholson method) gave oscillatory solution behavior when using large step-sizes. An L-stable 
scheme was therefore sought, of the same order as the RK2(1) family. 
The second-order, L-stable, composite integration scheme of Carroll [3,4] was selected. This has 
been shown to provide efficient results when applied to stiff systems of equations with modest 
accuracy requirements. When applied to the general nonlinear system of equations (16), the 
integration scheme steps from tn to tn+l -- tn + h in two stages, using a 0-scheme mbedded 
within a two-step backward ifferentiation formula: 
Yn+~ = Yn + 7h[(1 - 0)fn + 0fn+~], 0 < 0 _< 1, 0 < 7 -< 1, 
a0yn + alYn+~ + a2Yn+l = hfn+l. (20) 
The coefficients are selected to give both stages in (20) the same iteration matrix [I - OvhJ], and 
to generate second-order accuracy in the overall composite scheme: 
- 1 - a2  1 2(1 70) a l -  - - ,  a0=-a l -a2 .  (21) 
07=1 x/2, a2--  1 -270  ' 7 
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The scheme has an available local truncation estimate which can be evaluated using available 
function values: 
[3"12 - 40~ + 1] h3y(n3)(~), ~ C [tn, tn + h], 
= L (22) 
Carroll's composite integration scheme is equivalent to a diagonally implicit RK method. 
3.4. Implementation 
The family of embedded RK2(1) developed in [1], of three to 15 stages (RK2(1)3-15s), was 
adopted for the transient/mildly-stiff solution phases, and the L-stable method of Carroll (JC 
method) for conditions of severe stiffness. Equation (19) was used to select he number of Stages 
for the explicit method. The choice between semi-implicit and explicit methods was determined 
by comparing the step-length ac selected for local error control with the estimated maximum 
numerically stable step-length available with the RK2(1)15s formula hst. The explicit family was 
used when 
hac ~_ Mhst, (23) 
where M was given the value 1, after numerical experimentation  'representative' problems. 
For the JC method, the strategies for local error estimation, step-size selection and re-evaluation 
of Jacobian and Newton iteration matrices given by Carroll [3,4] were adopted. 
3.4.1. Linearization 
It was found that for the RK2(1)3-15s family, the step-cost could be greatly reduced by ap- 
proximating the derivative function evaluation fi -- f(:Yn +hai#± l f i-1) with the linearization [24] 
f~ -= f (~'n) + J (Yn) hai, i- l f i-1, (24) 
where the aij are Runge-Kutta coefficients [9]. Here, a costly function evaluation is replaced with 
a less expensive global matrix/vector multiplication at each stage except he first. Reduction 
in step-cost was achieved for RKC using a similar scheme. Linearization i volves the additional 
expense of Jacobian evaluation, but the cost of evaluation is more than offset by the savings 
generated. The order of accuracy of first- and second-order methods i not reduced, although the 
size of the error can be affected. For the L-stable method, linearization of the function f over the 
step length effectively linearizes the system of equations to be solved at the two stages, reducing 
the number of costly Newton iterations. The revised L-stable scheme takes the form: 
[I - ~/0hJ](yn+~ - Yn) = ~/hf~, 
) (25) 
[ I - 'yOhJ](y~+l-Yn) = h~/9fn- s0 +1 y~-  c--~y~+~. 
The effect of linearization on the performance ofthe JC and RKC methods, within the industrial 
rail-cooling simulation (see below), is given in Figure 2. 
As expected, the step cost for the revised JC method was substantially reduced (by around 
50%), largely as a result of the reduced numbel= ofderivative function evaluations. The required 
numbers of steps for given levels of accuracy was also reduced. Consequently, inearization yielded 
major savings in CPU-time for the L-stable method. 
For the explicit RK method, the step cost was reduced by 60% to 80%, although this was 
partly offset by a reduction in accuracy, particularly at stringent local error tolerances where 
there was no efficiency gain. However, CPU-time savings in excess of 60% were achievable for 
modest accuracy requirements. Linea:ization was therefore adopted for all the second- (fixed) 
order methods (RKC, RK/JC, and JC) tested. 
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Figure 2. Effect of linearization on efficiency of RKC and JC applied to rail cooling. 
3.4.2. Stiffness est imation 
When using embedded RK methods, a sudden dramatic increase in the local error estimate 
to a value many times greater than the stability limit is an indication that one or both of the 
comparison formulae has become unstable [25]. Accurate diagnosis of the current degree of 
problem stiffness depends on the ability to reliably estimate the quantity a(J), and monitor its 
variation over the solution period. In this way, the stability limit on step-size for conditionally 
stable methods can be estimated using equation (17), and costly step rejections avoided. A 
number of alternative t chniques appear in the literature and have been reviewed by Day [26]. 
Two rival schemes for evaluation of a(J) were considered, both taking advantage ofthe fact that 
the RK/JC method involves the evaluation of J, and both being computationally inexpensive. 
The first method is given by 
a(J) _< JJJrf, (26) 
where H.H is any appropriate norm. The maximum row/column sum (L1 norm) was used in 
numerical experiments. Alternatively, a single iteration of the power method can be performed, 
using the local error vector en+l, 
~(j )  ~ ]lJen+lll 
Ile.+lll " (27)  
Step rejections due to numerical stiffness were effectively minimized with both schemes. Approx- 
imation (27) was found to give accurate results whenever the RK formulae were performing at or 
beyond their stability limits, as en+l tends to have a large component parallel to the dominant 
eigenvector f the Jacobian under these conditions [25]. Using (27), the spectral radius estimate 
was updated whenever numerical instability was diagnosed following a step rejection. 
Scheme (26) tended to give higher estimates for a(J), leading to the selection of RK meth- 
ods with greater stage number. However, the increased step cost associated with this modest 
over-estimation f stiffness was more than offset by the reduction in stiff step rejections. Conse- 
quently, (26) was adopted for monitoring a(J) within RK/JC. 
3.4.3. Dense output 
Industrial simulations require output of results at specified intervals throughout the cooling 
period. A continuous extension was therefore developed for the family of embedded RK2 (1) pairs, 
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following the approach of [27]. Continuous formulae valuate the solution y at an intermediate 
point t* = tn + I~hn, taking the form 
8 ~ 
* * E * * 
Y,~+I = Yn + h,~ b~ f~, h n = tthn. (28) 
i= l  
Application of (28) to the scalar problem y' = Ay gives the difference quation 
Yn+l* = P* (r*)Yn, r* = hnA,* (29) 
where P*(r*) is the stability polynomial of the continuous formula. 
The stability polynomial P(r) of the s-stage parent formula is of the form 
P(r) = 1 + £ Wir i, r = hA. 
i=1 
Similarly, P*(r*) can be written 
8 
= Wi r , e Jr,0]. (30) P* (r*) 1 + E * *i r* 
i----1 
In order to guarantee stability and accuracy with the continuous formula at the output point, 
we impose 
Wi = W~*, i • [1, s]. (31) 
This gives s equations for the s unknown coefficients b~ of the continuous formula [1,28]. The 
b~ values obtained are polynomial functions of #. As an example, the embedded pair RK2(1)3S 
with continuous extension isgiven in Table 1. For the JC method, the development ofa continuous 
extension appeared less straightforward and numerical results at specified output points were 
obtained by interpolation. 
Table 1. Coefficients of RK2(1)3S with continuous extension. 
c4 bi bi b~ 
0 0 0 1 - 4# -{- 3~ 2 
I 
0 1 4~ - 4~ ~ 
1 
1 o ~2 
Figure 3 compares the accuracy of numerical solutions generated using dense output, with 
those obtained by overshooting and interpolation. Trial simulations were conducted using both 
linear interpolation and the second-order formula 
Yn+o ---- 02yn+l -{- hO(1 - O)y' n + (1 - 02) Yn, 0 e [0, 1], (32) 
for the cooling of rail sections (see below). Application of the continuous extension in place of 
either interpolation formula leads to a modest reduction (of up to around 12%) in global error 
at the output points. 
3.4.4. Solution of systems of linear equations 
Application of implicit methods involves the solution of systems of equations, typically of the 
form 
P 
[I - hvJ]Ay,~+l = E [~lf(Y~-l) + ~Y~-l]. (33) 
I------1 
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Figure 3. Global errors obtained using dense output and interpolation. 
1200 
The sparsity of the system will depend on the structure of the Jacobian J, which is given by 
J~j  - • (34)  Oyj 
From equations (13) and (14), Jij is only nonzero for nodes i and j, where 
K~j, Og~ OK~j ~ O. (35)  
Oyj' Oyj 
In the absence of cavity radiation, only Jacobian components corresponding to adjacent nodes 
will be nonzero, giving a uniformly sparse system of equations. Efficient matrix inversion can then 
be achieved using standard solvers for banded matrices. However, when radiation cavities exist, 
there is direct exchange of thermal radiation between onadjacent surface regions (Figures 1 
and 7), so that equation (35) is satisfied for widely separated (surface) nodes. Consequently, 
the Jacobian structure is more irregular, with large local variations in band-width (Figure 4). 
Under these conditions, matrix inversion can be achieved more efficiently using profile matrix 
solvers [29]. 
The profile matrix solver [29] was adopted within the FE code to cover all implicit time- 
integration. The variable order implicit code VODE [30] was also modified, with the current 
Matrix Region Considered 
By Profile Metrix Solver 
Boundary of Matrix Region 
Considered by Banded 
Solver 
Figure 4. Alternative solvers applied to variable-bandwidth system matrix. 
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banded-solver replaced by the profile matrix solver. Major CPU-savings were achieved for prob- 
lems involving cavity radiation (see below). For other problems, the banded solver was just as 
efficient. 
4. ANALYT IC  TEST  PROBLEM 
The proposed integration scheme has been applied to the two-dimensional linear heat equation 
Ou ~V2u ' x e f~ [0, LI] x [0, L21 (36) 
Ot 
with boundary and initial conditions 
~U 
-k (u )  "~n = H(u  - 20), 
u(x, 0) = ¢(x),  
x e 0~, (37) 
x e [0, L1] x [0, L21. 
Diffusivity ~ and boundary heat transfer coefficient H are assumed to be constants, independent 
of temperature. By selecting a value for ~ within the range of values exhibited by steel at high 
temperatures, problem (36) can be made to approximate he cooling of a rectangular steel section 
by convection and/or conduction to a surrounding medium at temperature 20, in the system of 
units adopted. Initial condition ¢(x) = 900 was imposed, to allow simulated cooling from end 
of rolling to room temperature. Choosing a value for H to represent heat transfer conditions 
associated with water spray application, and applying FE semidiscretisation (ten linear elements 
over the section half-thickness and half width, assuming quarter symmetry), a system of ODEs 
of the form given in equation (13) is obtained. For this linear problem, the analytic solution 
is straightforward to obtain [27l, and can be used for comparison with numerical results at any 
chosen output point. 
The step-size and stage-number sequences obtained using RK/JC with a local error tolerance 
of 10 ° are shown in Figure 5. 
During the initial fast transient cooling phase, very small step-lengths are required, favoring the 
use of RK2(1)3S. Accuracy restrictions subsequently relax, so that numerical stability effectively 
J /I 
,5  I 
40 
~ 35 " 
25 
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15/~ / s=,..,o ,~ / 
5 Expl ic i t  I licit 
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Figure 6. Comparison of efficiency curves for linear heat conduction problem. 
controls the explicit step-length, and integration can be performed more efficiently using higher 
numbers of RK stages or switching to the implicit JC routine. Selection of integration method 
using the estimated value for cr(J) has eliminated step rejections due to numerical instability, 
while allowing the step-size to increase within the constraints of accuracy requirements. 
Figure 6 compares the efficiency curves for RK/JC, the JC method, RKC [23], the standard 
first-order implicit backward Euler method BDF1, and VODE, when applied to problem (36). 
The efficiencies of RK/JC, RKC and JC are similar to that of VODE. For modest accuracy 
requirements, he fixed (second) order methods use fewer steps than VODE, and are more efficient 
as a result. However, at very stringent local error tolerances, VODE is able to switch to higher 
orders of integration and operates with superior efficiency. The performance of the second-order 
methods are similar for this problem, and considerably better than that of BDF1, which requires 
many more steps to achieve the same accuracy. BDF1 substantially out-performs the forward 
Euler method (not shown). When small error tolerances are used, RK/JC is more efficient han 
RKC, on account of the higher stiff efficiency factor E = 3 /s .  For this relatively simple test 
problem, the JC method retains its competitiveness with the explicit methods even at stringent 
tolerances. The sparse nature of the system Jacobian allows inexpensive solution of matrix 
equations, resulting in a relatively modest step cost. 
In summary, the variable stiffness RK/JC code developed is shown to be more efficient han 
standard first-order time integration formulae used in FE packages, and is competitive with other 
high efficiency codes. The code gave a similar performance to that of the other fixed (second) 
order methods tested, and for modest accuracy requirements the efficiency compares favorably 
with that of VODE. The spectral radius for the system Jacobian can be obtained with minimal 
computational cost and allows selection of the most appropriate integration routine at each stage 
of the analysis. 
5. APPL ICAT ION TO COOLING OF STEEL RAIL  SECT IONS 
The integration scheme developed above has been applied to the cooling of hot-rolled rail sec- 
tions. Cooling was modeled in two space dimensions (equation (1)) with a range of boundary 
conditions covering different stages of the process (Section 2 and Figure 7). Temperature de- 
pendent hermal properties and changing boundary conditions imply considerable variation in 
stiffness during the solution period. 
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160 
In the absence of an analytic solution, the accuracy of the time integration was checked by 
generating an 'exact' solution using a high-order RK integrator [31] with a stringent local error 
tolerance. A further check was obtained by comparison with rail temperature measurements 
taken at the mill using optical pyrometers (Figure 8). Close agreement was obtained between 
measured and predicted rail cooling histories. The calculated temperature distribution after 35 
minutes of cooling is given in Figure 9. 
The step-size sequence obtained using the RK/ JC  code exhibits the expected transition from 
transient to stiff solution behavior as cooling progresses (Figure 10). This transition is interrupted 
by changes to the applied cooling conditions after 48 s and 148 s of cooling, when the transient 
solution phase is effectively restarted, and there is a sharp reduction in step-length and RK 
stage number (Figure 11). Variation in RK stage number during the transient phase effectively 
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minimizes the number of step rejections due to numerical stiffness. After about 400 s of cooling, 
the stiff solution phase is entered and the switch to the semi-implicit JC method allows much 
larger step-sizes. 
Figure 12 gives the variation in global error at successive output points during the cooling 
period, obtained using RK/JC and VODE. In both cases, the error conforms to the expected 
pattern, with a rapid increase to a maximum value comparatively early in the cooling period, 
followed by a decline as room temperature is approached. The fixed-order code gives a smoother 
variation in error at successive output points, but the overall pattern of variation is similar. 
The performances of RK/JC, VODE, JC, BDF1, and RKC have been compared (Figure 13 and 
Table 2). Results quoted for VODE are those obtained using the profile matrix solver [29]. Perfor- 
mance is tabulated in terms of the numbers of accepted/rejected function evaluations (NF/NU), 
the number of time steps (NSTEP), the number of Jacobian evaluations/Newton matrix inver- 
sions (NJ/NLU), CPU time (CPU), and the maximum global error during the analysis. 
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At stringent local error tolerances, VODE outperforms the fixed-order integration schemes 
on account of the higher available orders of accuracy. RK/JC gives greater efficiency than the 
other second-order methods, as integration over the shorter step-lengths can be carried out using 
explicit RK methods of low stage number and optimum stiff efficiency factor. Surprisingly, the 
L-stable JC method is only marginally less efficient, the higher step cost being offset by a lower 
required number of steps (Table 2). For example, to achieve arail temperature prediction accurate 
(over the entire mesh and cooling period) to within 1 C, RKC requires a CPU-time approximately 
30% greater than RK/JC, which in turn requires almost 50% more CPU time than VODE. The 
CPU requirement for JC was around 10% to 15% greater than for RK/JC. 
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Table 2. Performance of alternative solvers applied 
ODE 
NSTEP 
Method 
RK/ JC 
RKC 
VODE 
JC 
BDF1 
to rail cooling. 
cPu  Max. Error 
NF NU NJ NLU 
(S) During Cooling (C) 
40 ~28 7 8 8 51 15.60 
42 155 6 8 7 54 13.33 
47 167 15 10 10 56 8.94 
57 192 32 12 13 60 7.31 
57 194 22 12 12 66 7.29 
67 250 41 12 14 75 6.81 
124 537 58 20 14 93 3.16 
168 744 67 23 15 110 2.17 
313 1525 123 27 10 152 1.11 
583 2381 175 44 11 234 0.45 
23 606 0 53 17.18 
35 787 0 - 59 10.61 
46 895 0 64 7.31 
86 1264 15 - 96 3.87 
167 1901 16 135 2.79 
308 2689 12 - 197 1.11 
671 4351 7 - 356 0.39 
102 146 7 29 73 18.19 
98 136 8 33 71 10.65 
89 128 8 35 75 2.56 
115 170 9 36 87 4.80 
126 189 9 36 87 2.77 
157 224 9 40 89 2.05 
184 263 10 42 103 1.04 
288 414 10 50 127 0.27 
45 45 0 14 17 53 13.84 
48 48 1 17 20 59 11.99 
57 57 5 19 24 63 8.86 
59 59 7 23 28 82 7.18 
67 67 9 24 31 89 6.66 
87 87 12 28 39 102 3.38 
109 109 15 31 49 116 2.49 
141 141 17 32 57 136 1.73 
173 173 19 38 67 149 1.31 
413 413 34 61 132 269 0.37 
85 119 6 36 72 24.80 
94 131 7 36 74 11.75 
150 194 7 37 83 8.06 
239 292 - 7 38 93 3.96 
478 549 12 49 148 1.88 
762 825 16 63 186 1.14 
1310 1401 25 86 356 0.70 
However,  for the  levels of accuracy  requi red for indust r ia l  s imulat ions ,  h igh orders  of  accuracy  
are not  needed.  Here,  the  second-order  methods  offer bet ter  eff ic iency than  VODE,  RK/ JC  
g iv ing the  best  overal l  per fo rmance .  At  very lax to lerances  (L-stable)  JC  is on ly  marg ina l ly  less 
eff icient than  the  proposed  scheme,  as large step-s izes can be used through much of  the  cool ing 
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Figure 13. Efficiency curves for rail cooling problem. 
6.5 
period. RKC also remains competitive here, even though RK formulae of high stage number are 
needed. The cost associated with high stage number is offset by the CPU-time savings achieved 
by linearization. 
As in the case of the linear spray-cooling test problem, BDF1 is less efficient han other methods 
tested, on account of the lower order of accuracy and the comparatively high step cost. However, 
the difference in performance is less for this problem, as the rate of heat loss involved is very 
much lower, and hence, the order of accuracy is not as critical. 
The proposed RK/JC code appears to be more efficient han either the purely explicit or the 
purely implicit second-order methods, and the efficiency compares favorably with that of VODE 
at the comparatively lax local error tolerances required for industrial simulations. RK/JC also 
substantially out-performs the standard first-order forward and backward Euler methods. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
A finite element package for the simulation of alternative cooling strategies for hot-rolled 
steel sections has been enhanced by the incorporation of a variable stiffness econd-order time- 
integration scheme (RK/JC), based on a specially-developed family of extended-stability explicit 
RK methods, and an L-stable semi-implicit RK formula. RK/JC uses local error estimation to 
vary step-size, and RK method selection is achieved by using an inexpensive scheme to monitor 
the spectral radius of the system Jacobian. Integration methods are selected to match the precise 
current level of stiffness, avoiding the problem concerning when to switch between totally nonstiff 
and thoroughly stiff methods, which is a feature of many conventional codes. Numerical tests 
indicate that RK/JC is considerably more efficient han standard first-order integration methods, 
and that for the levels of accuracy required for industrial applications, the efficiency compares 
favorably with other high efficiency codes, including variable step variable order BDFs (VODE), 
and the second-order xplicit RK solver (RKC). 
RK/JC has greatly reduced the time and expense involved in running industrial simulations, 
with CPU times of only around 10% of that required for the forward Euler method, and also 
considerably less than that required for the implicit Backward Euler method. This should benefit 
current research programs investigating optimum cooling strategies for different steel products, 
and find wider application to heat transfer and other parabolic problems. 
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